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  A KEY TO THE FUTURE

KF is the acronym of “KEY TO THE FUTURE” and underlines 
the main characteristics of our Company since its foundation. 
Our Pay Off “YOUR IDEAS, OUR NEXT CHALLENGE” is our 
daily focus and activity, in order to satisfy our customer’s idea/
need at 360° thanks also to our partner/supplier solutions.

Our philosophy is always to establish a perfect partnership 
both with suppliers and customers. We believe that our “key to 
the future” is to put the customers at the center and give them 
all the attention and support they need, building up a win-win 
relationship, which will assure additional value and high quality 
before and after the sales activities.

  OURHistory

From distribution through a
deep Customization

1996
KF has been founded by a group 
of people expert in customer 
service and sales of OEM 
products.

2001
KF built the facilities where it is 
now located (1000 sqm.). This broad 
and rapid expansion has been 
achieved thanks to a well spread 
out sales network - At that time 
KF started the development and 
production of its own customized 
products (Printers and Monitors).

1996-1999
Progressively important 
manufacturers (mainly from Asia) 
like Citizen, Japan Cash Machine, 
Asahi Seiko and others, appoint KF 
as its own Italian distributor and in 
some cases on exclusive basis.

2003
KF invests in one company in Florence 
for assembling and development, and 
one in Korea.

2004-2010
KF is growing in the field of industrial 
monitors and invests in R&D. The main 
focus becames tailored visualization 
solutions.
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2014-2018
KF grows in the Italian market 
with Payment solution, 
Peripherals and mostly 
customized monitor solutions 
and starts to push and 
develop the European market 
attending the most important 
international exhibitions.

Cooperation, Respect, Trust.

“We” in KF, believe that the cooperation 
with our customer is not a simple business 
activity and for this reason we define ourselves 
“solution provider”, capable to listen our 
customers and comprehend their needs. Our 
Customers are not simply Buyers but Business 
Developers which start, together with us, a 
journey towards the achievement of a shared 
final result.
“YOUR IDEAS, OUR NEXT CHALLENGE” is 
our slogan and it is the simplest way in order 
to explain our company’s philosophy pointed 
to obtain one unique final result: satisfaction 
of our customer thanks to our innovation, 
technology and Italian Design.

Vision

Our Mission is to create “Fan Grave Customers” 
that in front of every “challenge/opportunity” to 
resolve or deal with, think of us as a partner and 
as a solutions provider.

Mission
FAN GRAVE
CUSTOMERS

2011
KF decides to invest in the 
retail business creating its first 
Fiscal Solution (POS-ECR)
in cooperation with Citizen, 
while the majority of the 
renewable energy activities 
are closed due to the market 
saturation.

2012-2013
Inside an economic market 
quite complex and sometime 
unpredictable, KF decides 
to focus on its own original 
business segment where 
obtained great success. KF then 
sells company’s business Units 
not really part of the soul of the 
Company (Power Supply, Small 
LCD, Fiscal Printer and the 
remaining activities related to 
the renewable).
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A NEW

TO 
THEMARKET

Industrial monitor from 4,3” to 55”, for different application (Petrol, 
ATM, Visual, Medical, vending machine, ticketing machine). With 
many customized features: Touch, wide range temperature -30 
+ 85, vandal proor, pricacy filter, AG,AR,AF treatment IP and IK 
level. KF’S own Ad Board (VGA-HDMI-DVI-DP).

Visualization
Solution

MAIN 
BUSINESS
LINES

Wide range of CUSTOMIZED MONITOR

DRIVEN BY
future technology

 touch system

FROM 4,3” TO 55”
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Id Peripherals and Printing Solutions
These are complementary lines in KF,
in order to support and give service
to our customers that produce complex 
machines for vending and ticketing 
applications.

Since few years, the internal evolution 
of KF led to a new business organization 
based on 3 levels of proposal to the 
market: Production, Integration and 
Distribution; together with 4 clear product 
lines (magnetic and chip card recognition, 
money management, printers, monitors and 
visualization). The willingness to follow the 
theories of lean thinking, focused on a few 
specific things and to offer to our customers 
specific and efficient services, this is the 
hallmark of the new KF of the future years..
Our range of products is 
defined based on over twenty 
years experience of some of 
its founders and the close 
relationships with our project 
partners, companies of global 
significance, certified producers 
and qualified suppliers.

ON DEMAND
products

Bill and Coin acceptor/dispenser (and recyclers)
Money management machine, bill acceptor for 
payment terminals, self check out, safe box and 
many other applications like compact solution, 
cashbox,currency recycling.

Money 
Management 
Subsystem 
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 Tap
YOURideas

• iMirror for Professional Application

• Smart iPad for Conference Room

• iDesk for Restaurant or Leisure Activities

• iBlackboard for School

Interactive communication solution. 
A New era is feel for opening for the Human Race... 
visualize...touch...listen...talk and all in one technology and 
product, this is the solution which will fit with the... “How 
it Will be in the near Future!!!” ...Magic Interactive Mirror, 
Black Board for school and more, interactive touch table 
or meeting Pad... and your ideas! Customized Industrial 
monitor (indoor and outdoor) with touch screen, from 4,3” 
to 55” and more, wide range temperature, with and w/o 
PC, with any kind of brightness and technology inside. 
We are leader in manufacturing monitors for Italian Rail 
Ways, Post Office Kiosk, rugged TFT and Ad board kit, 
for the payment at the tool gate in the Italian highway 
network, Monitors for Banking Deposit machine and so 
many others.

Digital signage

Massive application
spread out in all the italian railway station
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on-demand
DESIGN
Amazing customization!

ATM Spanish ApplicationATM Italian Application

Ticketing  machine Italo & Trenitalia.

Poste Italiane

OPT Outdoor Payment Terminal

We are specialized in deep tailored solution based on 
customer’s design. Advanced touch screen solutions, 
glass or pmma material as well as, anti finger, anti 
glare, anti reflection treatment.
Your ideas, our next challenge!

Special solution made with two 15” 
monitors, vandal proof, wide range 
temperature

Touch screen with privacy filter, 
wide range temperature

 It is more than 15 years of experience

Queue management system italian post 
office Customize board

KF produces tailored solutions for petrol stations, 
with a deep experience in outdoor application
(water, sun, wide temperature range)

Ticketing machine ACTV Venezia
It is a tough application, in Venice city,
with foggy and saline environment
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KF Srl
Strada S. Anna, 88/D - 41122 Modena - Italy
Ph +39.059.313920 - Fax +39.059.313916
info@keyfuture.com

OF

THEFuture
Group

“The future belongs to those who believe in the 
beauty of their dreams” (Eleanor Roosevelt).
For this reason, the strong wish to keep alive the 
flame of enthusiasm and passion that has always 
characterized our company since its foundation 
(over 20 years ago),  pushed us and we redesigned 
and revitalized our company in the last few years 
as well as Our “key to the future”.
 
Research, innovation and focus on a few narrow 
specialties but well done activities, this is one of 
the reason why in 2012-2013 KF has redesigned its 
new “Future” returning to its initial core business, 
to achieve together with its partners (customers 
and suppliers), what KF believes, is the real sense 
of cooperation and growth.
Taking with them the most difficult and exciting 
challenges is our challenge and the company pay 
off,  so that we won’t ever end up …dreaming ...

www.keyfuture.com

R&Doffice

Our Engineer during one of the 
test of KF’s Quality System, 

about brightness check

Drawing of a customized 
monitor 15”  for an outdoor 
application

R&D department is our heart beat. Specialized 
expert engineers design and project tailored solu-
tion based on customer’s request. Our internal lab 
develops prototypes, checks and assembles new 
solutions. Inspection and Quality control are our 
way of work in order to assure the best service 
to our customers. 

KF Ad board (12-24V) with VGA-HDMI-
DP, remotely controllable via USB.  
Audio signal available for KF 1850
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